
Is Your Amazon Account 
Ready for the Holidays? 
Here’s Your Pre-Holiday Check List

More shoppers are starting their buying 
journey on Amazon than ever before. 
According to Bloomberg, 55 percent of 
customers performing product searches go 
to Amazon first rather than Google, Bing or 
a retailer’s site. Are your accounts ready to 
fully capitalize on that demand? For both 
vendors and third-party sellers, here are 
Merkle’s tips to get your Amazon accounts 
in top-notch shape before holidays:

Several Weeks Before the Holiday
  Check product page data for optimizations:

• Ensure that bullet points highlight key attributes about the product.
• Inform shoppers with robust, descriptive titles.
• Provide multiple photos to give shoppers a detailed look at what they’re buying. 
• Check and update shipping times to minimize returns or customer complaints.

   Review last year’s wins and losses:
• Use daily performance trends for budget planning and allocation.
• What keywords performed well for Sponsored Products? Vendors should investigate the same  
 keywords for any Headline Search Ads that were active last holiday.
• What Headline Search/Product Display ad copy resonated well with customers (vendors) 
• Were bids aggressive enough to get strong visibility?

   Create holiday product campaigns early:
• Start pushing new holiday products a few weeks ahead of schedule to build performance   
 history and give Amazon the data it needs to recognize the product’s viability     
 in the marketplace. According to the NRF, 54 percent of consumers begin researching   
 holiday purchases in October or earlier. While conversions might not pick up until closer to the  
 holidays, it’s important to be present when customers start their research.
• Use multiple match types in keyword-based campaigns to bid effectively based on customer intent.

55% of customers performing 
product searches go to 
Amazon first



Before and During Major Days
   Budget smartly: 

• Set budget limits high enough to avoid hitting the daily cap on advertising platforms.
• If tightly constrained by budget, be ready to make quick decisions should budgets max out. 
• Make sure email alerts are in place to notify you if a budget is reached.

   Use bidding levers to boost exposure: 
• If you typically see competitors bidding on your brand, increase bids on brand keywords for   
 both Sponsored Products and Headline Search Ads to help push them out. 
• Consider using Bid+ on Sponsored Products, which allows Amazon to “increase the    
 maximum CPC bid by up to 50 percent for all your ads that are eligible to appear in the   
 highest traffic placements at the top of search results.”

    Analyze search term reports to understand what queries are triggering your products to     
    show: 

• Identify new queries serving from your Automatic Sponsored Products campaigns. Target   
 any high-volume terms in manual campaigns to allow for more granular bidding.
• Load negatives to block any irrelevant, inefficient traffic.

    Take advantage of promotions:
• Highlight promotions in Headline Search Ad copy (now available for both 3P sellers & vendors).
• Push bids more aggressively for products with discounts.

Interested in learning more? 
Contact marketing@merkleinc.com to schedule 
a discovery call with our Amazon experts.

Push bids more 
aggressively for 
products with 
discounts.
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